ately need relief from typical television programming. Admit itl Most Lite beer commercials are more entertaining than the game underway. And with beer advertisements at least we know it's beer, it's "light" beer, and it's either less filling or better tasting. There is no confusion that it's wine, light wine, blush wine, ale, stout, whiskey, or mead. Can we not expect this much from drug advertisements? Short of measures draconian in the eyes of those who bring us relief from sitcoms, game shows, and TV Holy Willies, what is reasonable to preserve the First Amendment and create a level playing field and preserve the bottom line in a supply-side economy? Short of playing hardball, try this. First, and simply, at the end of each promotion (regardless of media chosen), the approved U.S. adopted name(s) and metric strength(s) of the active ingredient(s) should be stated. In the case of weight, 1-999 p,g will be stated in micrograms, 1-999 mg in milligrams, and 1-999 g in grams. Active ingredients in liquids will be stated in appropriate metric units per usual volume dose. In the case of spoken promotions, the meter need be no faster than standard New Jersey English. For printed advertisements, a person with 20120 vision should not need a magnifying glass for comprehension within ten feet of a 1oo-watt light bulb. Finally, the advertisement must list, at the very end, whether the product (dosage form, content, and dose) does or does not meet USP standards. Period. Nothing more. There are plenty of pharmacists, physicians, and nurses who should be able to handle any client questions. Ifsatisfaction is not found with these people, try to find a clerk at K-Mart to explain Comtrex.
This editorial is brought to you by Nuprin-two little Nuprin are stronger than Extra Strength Tylenol, and Nuprin is less irritating to your stomach than aspirin. Let me have an industrial-sized bottle of the big Nuprinl Is that the same as Excedrin Extra Strength? 
